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The Secret Intelligence Service (SIS), commonly known as MI6, is the foreign intelligence service of the
government of the United Kingdom, tasked mainly with the covert overseas collection and analysis of human
intelligence (HUMINT) in support of the UK's national security. SIS is a member of the country's intelligence
community and its Chief is accountable to the country's Foreign Secretary.
Secret Intelligence Service - Wikipedia
Emil Julius Klaus Fuchs (29 December 1911 â€“ 28 January 1988) was a German theoretical physicist and
atomic spy who, in 1950, was convicted of supplying information from the American, British, and Canadian
Manhattan Project to the Soviet Union during and shortly after the Second World War.After nine years'
imprisonment in Great Britain, he re-migrated to the East Germany where he resumed his ...
Klaus Fuchs - Wikipedia
Futurist Gary S. Bekkum is an independent occasional "rogue journalist," "Jedi journalist," author, and a
researcher of material that blurs the distinction between fiction and reality.
Gary S. Bekkum - amazon.com
On June 13, 2018, pro-Hadi government forces with the backing of the Sau-di Arabia and the United Arab
Emirates entered the city port of Al-Hudaydah in an effort to dislodge Houthi forces.
ESISC - European Strategic Intelligence and Security Center
02April07 - Digital pdf available of The Antichrist and a Cup of Tea Messianic Jew Tim Cohen believes Prince
Charles will be the Antichrist, the 666 spoken of in Revelation.
German ancestry, Sexual perversion in the royal family
Industrial intelligence gathering was as important in World War I as military intelligence. This was the first
high tech war involving airplanes, submarines,
Spies and Dyes - Colorants Industry History
Les services secrets surveillÃ¨rent Harold Wilson dÃ¨s son Ã©lection comme dÃ©putÃ© en 1945, craignant
que celui-ci n'ait des liens avec des communistes [9].. Margaret Thatcher a, quant Ã elle, demandÃ© que
soient placÃ©s sur Ã©coute des syndicalistes, prÃ©textant que les grÃ¨ves s'apparenteraient Ã des actions
subversives et ce, jusque dans les annÃ©es 1980 [9].
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